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NEW QUESTION: 1
A software patch has been released to remove vulnerabilities
from company's software. A security analyst has been tasked
with testing the software to ensure the vulnerabilities have
been remediated and the application is still functioning
properly. Which of the following tests should be performed
NEXT?
A. Penetration testing
B. User acceptance testing
C. Fuzzing
D. Regression testing
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. Nutanix Acropolis
B. Citrix XenServer
C. Kernel-Based Virtual Machine
D. Oracle VM Server for x86
E. VMware ESXi
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator wants to add storage capacity to the
cmsas_archive storage pool. They bind on new RAC for VNX for
File and create a disk volume on the host from it. They check
the cmsas_archive storage pool but potential capacity is not
increased.
What could be a possible cause?
A. Disk volumes were not added to system-defined storage pools.
B. The cmsas_archive pool was not manually extended with the
newly created di sk volume
C. The disk volume is already assigned to the same storage pool
but it is still unused
D. There is a mismatch between cmsas_archive disk volumes and
the newly created disk volume type
Answer: D
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